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Are you bored at home? ? Do you like crafts? If you answered yes to any of these questions, 
then this is the article for you. Here are 5 fun DIY’s to do while quarantining. 
 

1) Cupcake Wrapper Wreath 
Materials Needed: cupcake liners, glue, styrofoam 
  How to Make a cupcake wrapper wreath: Flatten the cupcake wrappers, and layer them on top 
of each other to create the flowers. Then glue them to styrofoam shaped like a wreath. And voila 
a beautiful cupcake wrapper wreath to brighten your day. 

2) Ribbon Vase 
Materials Needed: ribbons, glue, and square or rectangular vase 
How to make Ribbon Vase: Glue the ribbons to the outside of the vase and if you’re feeling 
extra put some pom poms on the outside of the vase. Simple, easy and totally cute! 

3) Fabric Art 
Materials Needed: Frame, fabric, white vinyl letter stickers ( or you could print out letters/ 
words), foam brush, paint, hot glue gun, and scissors 
How to Make: Use your scissors to cut the fabric to fit your frame, then paint your frame (don’t 
forget to let the paint dry). Next use the cardboard backing of that comes with your frame and 
put your fabric on it. Then secure the fabric and cardboard in place. Finally, add the stickers and 
letters to your frame. And you’re done, enjoy your brand new Fabric Art 

4) Ombre Paper Chain Wall Art 
Materials Needed: different color cardstock, stapler, paper cutter or scissors, curtain rod or 
wood dowel 
How to Make: Make 1” by 8” strips of cardstock, you will need 80 strips of each color you are 
using (about 8 pages of each color). Starting with the first color make a loop and staple it, add 
another piece of the same colored cardstock through the loop and staple. You will continue this 
until you have 4 loops of the same color, then you move onto the next color cardstock in your 
ombre design. You have now made your first chain. Next, you will make a second chain using 
the same steps as before, but this time add one less chain. Repeat this step to create another 
matching chain. Continue making a set of two chains, with one less loop than the previous 
chains. Once you have made 19 chains, hang them from a wooden dowel or curtain rod that is 
long enough to hold the chains. And enjoy your beautiful paper wall art 

5) Yarn Garland 
Materials Needed: yarn, twine, scissors 
How to Make: Determine how long you want the strands of yarn to hang from the garland and 
cut a piece off. Remember they will be folded in half so make your measurements accordingly. I 
would recommend using your first piece of yarn as a guide and cut a bunch more just like it. 
Next, you cut a length of twine as long as you want the garland to be and start tying the yarn. To 
tie the yarn, pinch the piece of yarn in half and then fold over the top of the twine bringing the 
ends through. Finally, you will continue this process will each of the strands. Once done be sure 
to hang the garland somewhere where everyone will be able to see it. 



 
I hope you have enjoyed making these beautiful art pieces. Stay safe and healthy! 
 
 
 
 
 


